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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

INTRODUCTION

The Mill Valley Police Department developed the cadet program with the goal of having the selected person
serve in this role until six months after their college graduation. The primary goal of this program is to
assist individuals who have an interest in a career in law enforcement in learning the basic operations of a
police department. It is our hope that this program will help the cadet in gaining basic skills that will assist
them in achieving their goal of becoming a police officer.
As a Mill Valley Police Cadet, you will work under the direct supervision of a lieutenant and will be tasked
with various responsibilities that will provide you with many learning opportunities. As you become more
comfortable in your new role, you will be given more freedom with your time. Given the freedom you will
experience, it is vitally important that you remain proactive with your time spent with the department. There
are always tasks that need to be completed and as such, your growth is dependent on your level of initiative
and work ethic.
Remember, our goal is to provide you with skills that will assist you in achieving your goal of becoming a
police officer. Take this time to earn valuable life lessons and skills that will help you in meeting those
goals.
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

UNIFORMS

CLASS B UNIFORM:
Shirt: Dark gray 5.11 “Performance” polo. Sleeve length is optional. MVPD badge shall be embroidered, in
silver, onto shirt over left breast. Underneath the badge the word, "CADET" shall be stitched in silver thread.
Officer’s first initial and last name shall be stitched over officer’s right breast, with silver thread.
Undershirt: Black or navy-blue T-Shirt.
Pants: Optional uniform pants are to be ‘5.11’ brand only, standard police dark blue or black in color. Pants
may have cargo pockets.

UNIFORM PURCHASES AND EMBROIDERS
5.11 shirts and pants may be purchased through any vendor, however it is important to ensure the proper
shirt type is being purchased. Once the shirts have been delivered, please work with Lt. Graf-Reis to get the
shirts embroidered through the proper vendor.
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

TOUR
MAIN CITY BUILDINGS
•
•
•
•
•

Police Department:
Corporation Yard:
City Hall: 26 Corte Madera Avenue, Mill Valley Community Center: 180 Camino Alto, Mill Valley
Mill Valley Library: 375 Throckmorton Avenue, Mill Valley

POINTS OF INTEREST
Depot Plaza
The Outdoor Art Club
The Mill Valley Golf Course – including the club house
Mill Valley Scout Hall: 177 E. Blithedale Avenue, Mill Valley
Main large parks: Old Mill Park (Dipsea stairs), Friends Field, Bay Front Park (explain MUP, the
dog park, and Hauke Park) and both sides of Boyle Park.
• Explain jurisdiction boundaries
•
•
•
•
•

SCHOOLS (PUBLIC)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Old Mill Elementary School: 352 Throckmorton Avenue, Mill Valley
Park Elementary School: 360 E. Blithedale Avenue, Mill Valley
Edna Maguire Elementary School: 80 Lomita Avenue, Mill Valley
Mill Valley Middle School: 425 Sycamore Avenue, Mill Valley
Mill Valley School District Office: 411 Sycamore Avenue, Mill Valley
Tamalpais High School: 700 Miller Avenue, Mill Valley
Tamalpais Union High School District Office: 395 Doherty Drive, Larkspur (Redwood High School)

SCHOOLS (PRIVATE)
•
•
•
•

North Bridge Academy: 17 Buena Vista Avenue, Mill Valley
Bright Horizons: 10 Old Mill Street, Mill Valley
Old Fire House School: 10 Olive Street, Mill Valley
Terra Marin School: 70 Lomita Drive, Mill Valley

COUNTY LOCATIONS
• Civic Center: Courts/Jail
• Marin County Sheriff's Department: Dispatch and Records
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

DAILY/MONTHLY DUTIES

DAILY
• Empty blue shred bins to see if they are full (Sergeants Office/Investigations/Records/Report
Writing)
o Check shredder bins at the rear of the building to determine if they need to be emptied. If so,
work with the Administrative Assistant to set a time for the bins to be serviced.
• Mail run to City Hall if necessary
• Check in with the Records Specialist, the Community Services Officer, Detective Sergeant and the
on-duty sergeant for tasks
• Check police department vehicles for the need to be washed.
• Court run if necessary
MONTHLY
• Vehicle trunks once a month (Work with patrol supervisor and vehicle maintenance officer
(VMO) to fill)
• First Aid Bags (Ensure all first aid bags are stocked. List is in Cadet/FIRST AID)
• First Aid Cabinets (Located in the Kitchen. Work with Dorothy to restock if necessary)
• AED’s (Hold down power button and wait for 10 seconds. Unit will respond with “Unit OK” or
“Unit Failed”. Respond appropriately.)
• Fire extinguishers (Check gauges to ensure the needle is in the green zone. If not work with Corp
Yard to ensure the unit is serviced).
• Check PD trailers to determine if they need to be washed.
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

FIRST AID KITS

PATROL VEHICLE FIRST AID KITS
Each patrol vehicle should be equipped with the following items. If the vehicle is missing an item, work
with the Community Services Officer to address each vehicles needs.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ANTISEPTIC WIPES 1
ALCOHOL PREP PADS
10
SCISSORS
1
MEDICAL TAPE
2
BANDAIDS
20
GAUZE ROLLS 1
GAUZE PADS/DRESSING 3
EYE WASH
1
ICE PACK
1
GLASSES
1
FACE MASK 1
N-95 MASK
1
1
EMERGENCY BLANKET
TRIPLE ANTIBIOTIC OINTMENT 10
BURN GEAR
10
TOURNAQUET 1
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

PATROL VEHICLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Fire extinguishers are kept in every vehicle. Spare fire extinguishers are kept at the corp yard.
• When a fire extinguisher is used, the officer will place it outside the back door of the building. The
officer or their supervisor will send an email to the Cadet so that the extinguisher can be serviced by
the corp yard.
• Work with the mechanics at the service garage to have the fire extinguisher serviced and place the
replacement in the vehicle it was taken from.
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

CAR WASH

WASHING
STANDARD VEHICLES:
Check daily to determine if any of the department vehicles need to be washed. For vehicles that need a
basic wash, take the vehicle to the Chevron at 580 Redwood Highway Frontage Road to be cleaned. You
will need to provide the vehicle number and your ID number when getting the vehicle washed. The
vehicle number is stamped on the dashboard and begins with "40XX".
For vehicles that need a deeper cleaning, consult with the on-duty sergeant to determine if the vehicle can
be cleaned by the Mill Valley Car Wash. This is far less common, and the responsibility to keep cars
cleaned inside and out typically falls with the police officers assigned to each vehicle.
TRAILERS:
Check the trailers monthly to determine whether they need to be cleaned. If they are dirty and appear
ready to be cleaned, connect them to the CSO truck with the Community Service's Officer assistance and
tow them to the fire department. Cleaning supplies are available near the hose. If you need assistance
locating supplies, check with the CSO.
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

PATROL VEHICLES

PATROL VEHICLE TRUNK SUPPLIES
The following supplies need to be kept in trunks at all times:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stop Sticks
Fire Extinguisher- check if it is expired or not.
1 First Aid Bag
1 AED
Various Size Paper Bags
3 Syringe Tubes
1 Dog leash
5 Cones
1 Orange Spray Paint/Marking Paint
10 Flares
1 Crime Scene Tape roll (police line do not cross)
1 Narcan
1 Rolatape Measurer
1 Bolt cutter
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

MESSAGE BOARD AND RADAR SIGN

MESSAGE BOARD TRAILER
The message board trailer is frequently used to advertise upcoming events, weather issues, roadway
repairs, etc. Deployment of the trailer typically requires more than one person, so please seek assistance
from the CSO or the on-duty sergeant. To gain entry to the main compartment of the trailer, where the
computer is located, there is a padlock that is set with a combination
. Program the requested
message and deploy.

RADAR SIGN
The radar sign is used to alert drivers to the posted speed limit, as well as their speed. The radar sign also
gathers speed data from passing motorists. The radar sign is mobile, and can be moved around town at
the discretion of the Traffic Sergeant. If requested, please deploy the radar sign to the requested location.
Training will precede these requests.
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

MERA RADIOS

OUR RADIOS:
Portable Radios: We use the Motorola XTS5000 model portable radio for sworn and non-sworn personnel.
Accessories which are used for this model include an antenna, batteries, belt clip, portable charger, charging
bay and mic.
Mobile Radios: Our patrol vehicles, parking enforcement vehicles and unmarked vehicles are equipped with
mobile radios. Our mobile radios are hard-wired into the vehicle and do not use any accessories.

CONTACTS:
Marin County Radio Shop: The county radio ship is located at the Marin County Corporation yard (Civic
Center). They can help with programming new radios, reprogramming radios and some repairs. (Main
line: )

INVENTORY:
Taking inventory of the radio equipment should occur in June of each year. During this inventory, it is
important to ensure the assignment spreadsheets are up to date and to document the need for repairs or
accessory replacement.
PURCHASING EQUIPMENT:
All purchasing of MERA radio equipment shall be completed through Administrative Lieutenant.
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

MERA RADIOS

ISSUING RADIOS:
Radios are issued to officers, support staff and vehicles. Types of accessories associated with the radios
differ depending on who/what the radio is assigned.
• PORTABLE RADIOS & ACCESSORIES
o Portables are assigned to patrol officers, parking enforcement officers and support staff. We
keep track of our radios by listing all radio information on a spreadsheet. This spreadsheet has
the radios alias, the serial number, the etched number, the system number, the user's name and
that person's call sign if it applies. You can find the spreadsheet at:
o Issued Accessories:
 (1) Pic Mic
 (1) Battery
 (1) Battery Charger (Depending on assignment)
 Pocket-sized spreadsheet with channels and zones of other agencies
o Issuing a Portable: When you need to issue a new radio, identify which radios are not in use via
the Radio Assignments and inventory spreadsheet. Using the spreadsheet, assign the radio to the
employee who needs a radio and give the radio directly to that employee. Once the radio is
issued, work with the CSO to notify the County Radio Shop of the status change of that radio so
that their records can be updated.
• MOBILE RADIOS & ACCESSORIES
o Mobile radios are installed in marked and unmarked cars, motorcycles and parking enforcement
vehicles.
o Since vehicles are rotated frequently due to usage, radios are typically switched from the old car
to the new one. Similar to the portable radio spreadsheet, the mobile radio spreadsheet should
be updated any time there is a change in vehicle assignment.
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

MERA RADIOS

MERA SPREADSHEETS:
• PORTABLES:
MV-PE-004 320CEW1363 3499 719204 --------- 9A1
o""MV-PE-004" represents an alias number that the radio was given by the radio shop at the time
of programming. Most radios still have the label on the side with this number.
o "320CEW1363" represents the serial number of the radio, which is located on the back of the
unit (Under the battery)."
o "3499" represents the etched number, which is located on the back near the serial number.
o""719204" represents the RADIO ID number, which is unique to each portable and mobile.
 To read this number on a portable, select "CALL", then press the left arrow once. The
unit will display "MY ID:" and then a six-digit number starting with 719XXX.
• MOBILE:
MV M 410 719009 494CEW0054 4276 W9 4016
o "MV M 410" represents an alias number that the radio was given be the radio ship at the time
of programming.
o "719204" represents the RADIO ID number, which is unique to each mobile.
o "494CEW0054" represents the serial number of the radio.
o "4276" represents the SHOP ID# assigned to the radio.
o "W9" is the radio model number.
o "4016" is the vehicle ID number that was issued by the Mill Valley PD, and designates which
vehicle the radio was installed in.

REPAIRS:
Prior to dropping off a radio at the county radio shop, please enter the information for the radio into the
associated MERA spreadsheet. Upon return, note the radios return on the spreadsheet and return it to the
assigned employee.
Unless you hear from them earlier, contact the County Radio Shop one week after dropping the radio off for
repair to determine it's status.
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

VACATION CHECKS

As a service to the public, citizens that are residents of Mill Valley may request a check of their homes when
they leave the area, and their home will be unattended. Cadets can assist patrol with this assignment.
When a resident makes this request, the form is filled out by the person who takes the request. This
information is then provided to dispatch and the form is scanned and uploaded to the MVPD Briefing
Platform. Once uploaded, the vacation checks can be found by clicking on the "EXTRA PATROL & CPA"
tab and then click "VACATION CHECK". You can then click on each link and determine whether the
request is current by reviewing the "Date Returning."
Cadets doing the checks will always remember that safety will be the primary concern and goal.
Every person will only do so using the MVPD Cadet vehicle that is identifiable as a city owned vehicle, be
dressed in the appropriate department uniform, and have a portable two-way police radio with them.
All personnel that are doing the checks will notify dispatch when beginning the checks of their activity.
• Example – “9V(X), 1017” The dispatcher will prompt you to proceed. You should respond with
"L#22XXXXXX." You can find the L# at the bottom of this page. This prevents you from having to
broadcast the fact that the resident is on vacation over a public radio.
DO NOT BROADCAST THE ADDRESS OVER THE RADIO. IF YOU NEED TO PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CALL DISPATCH ON YOUR CELLPHONE.
Provided that there is nothing initially amiss at the home, the person will physically check the exterior of the
home including all doors, windows, or other points of entry to ensure that the home is secure.
If a door or window is found unsecured, the cadet will immediately return to their car away from the
residence and will contact dispatch to advise them of the situation.
• Example- “9V(X), I have located an open door. Please have an officer respond.”
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MILL VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT

VACATION CHECKS

No one is to enter or make any attempt to secure the opening or enter the home.
Dispatch will send officers to do any further investigation of the unsecured home. The cadet will stand by to
report and advise dispatch of any changes or activity at the home. If people are at the home, there should be
no attempt to detain or contact them. Observe the people, any vehicles they are associated with, and note
any identifying information (clothing, physical description, license plates, etc.). This information will be
passed to dispatch or responding officers as soon as possible as updates.
When officers arrive, update them of any changes and/or information they need. Either wait with your
vehicle or at another location they direct you to and wait for their all clear. If they say you are no longer
needed at the scene, you may go back to your regular duties.
Upon completion of each check, advise dispatch that you are no longer at that location and move onto the
next location. Document anything unusual or noteworthy with the on-duty sergeant upon your return to the
police department.
• Example- “9V(X). 10-8.”
Keeping dispatch aware of your location and activity is a crucial safety issue. If you have questions or
concerns, contact your immediate supervisor or if he/she is unavailable, the on-duty patrol supervisor. This
can be done by radio or cell phone.
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Mill Valley Police Department
Orientation Course for Cadets
Outline
40 hours total – 20 hours per week

1. Introduction
a. What will be covered
b. What are the expectations of this course
c. Who will be your instructors
d. Basic needs
i. Bathroom
ii. Breaks
iii. Equipment Issued
2. Department Overview
a. Basic Structure
b. Chain of command
c. Divisions
i. Sheriff’s Office Dispatch Center
1. Law
2. Fire
3. Medical
ii. Patrol
1. Beat Orientation/Southern Marin Law Agencies
iii. Investigations
iv. Records
v. CSO
d. Cadet assignments
i. Patrol
ii. Investigations
iii. Records
iv. Administrative Assistant
v. Parking Enforcement
3. Department Mission Statement / Vision statement / Employee empowerment
a. Discussion & Review
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4. Ethics
a. Ethical decisions
b. Examples
i. Repercussions of unethical decision making
ii. Benefits of ethical decision making
5. Expectations
a. On time expectations
b. Crewsense & Time sheets
c. Breaks & Code 7
d. Total number of hours
i. 16 hour minimum – Department needs
ii. 25 hour maximum – Federal regulations
iii. 20 average
e. Uniforms
i. Neat & Pressed every shift
ii. According to department standards
iii. Boots shinned
iv. Leather clean and shinned
6. Duties
a. Vehicle maintenance
b. Station maintenance
c. Minor reports
d. Traffic control
e. Front Counter
f. Vehicle abatement
g. Parking Enforcement
7. Skills
a. Radio traffic
b. MERA radio operation
c. Report writing
d. Vehicle operation
e. Traffic control
f. Your special skills and talents
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Mill Valley Police Department
Cadet Training Manual
SUBJECT

Date

Trainer
initials

Trainee
initials

Mill Valley Police Department structure orientation
• Chain of Command
• Rank structure
• Sworn vs Professional Staff
• Divisions: Patrol, Parking Enforcement, Investigations, Community
Services Officers, Records, and Administrative Assistant
Uniform standards
• Cleaned, Neat & Pressed every shift
• According to department standards in the Rules & Regulations
• Boots shinned & Brass Shinned
• Leather clean, shinned and dyed black
• Uniform standards for hair, Jewelry and tattoos – see policy and
Rules & Regulations for reference.
Area orientation
• City of Mill Valley: tour and familiarization/City Hall
• Beat Structure
• Southern Marin Law Enforcement Agencies
• Marin County Courts & Civic Center building
MVPD Vehicle orientation
• Patrol car: functions, lights, use, care, cleaning
• Marked vehicle driving with an “Out of Service” Sign
• Vehicle stocking; including all supplies in trunk, remove items that
do not belong in cars; litter, AED’s, Beat bags, cell phones
• Fuel pump location: City Garage & Corp Yard
• Check status of fire extinguisher, first aid kit, flares, evidence bags
and latex gloves, bottled water
MVPD Vehicle operation
• REMEMBER: You represent the City of Mill Valley and the Mill
Valley Police Department. Drive safely. Drive defensively, drive
according to all laws and safety regulations.
• Report any incidents to the on duty sergeant immediately. If you
are involved in an accident, make sure to notify dispatch over the
radio and request the assistance you need, including medical
response. You need to have a traffic collision report completed by
Law Enforcement and your sergeant will take photos for
documentation.
• Report ANY vehicle damage on Vehicle Damage report
SUBJECT

Date

Trainer
initials

Trainee
initials

Use of Department radios
• Ten codes commonly used on the radio
• 10-88, 10-7 O.D., 10-97, 10-98 with Disposition, 10-8
• Commonly use codes from Penal Code and Vehicle Code
• Radio Syntax and grammar
Page | 1
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Mill Valley Police Department
Cadet Training Manual
• TEN CODE TEST
MERA Radio Use
• Checking out portable radios
• Basic Radio operation, scan mode, emergency button, channel
selection
• Keep an ear toward the radio, listen for your call sign the entire
time you are logged on
• Tell Dispatch when you are en route to location for a detail
CADET/CSO Truck Operation and Care
• Where are the keys located
• Write up document for garage repairs or service
• Keep service up to date, write it up for ANY service or repair
needed
• Care and cleaning of the truck, cleaning supplies for the truck
• Keeping the Cadet/CSO truck stocked with 2 boxes of flares,
orange traffic cones, first aid kit, fire extinguisher, large and small
paper bags, yellow crime scene tape, latex gloves, paper towel.
• Obey all laws, drive slowly and carefully, you represent the Mill
Valley Police Department
• Loading of the bed, locking the bed, keeping the bed clear of any
items not needed to be carried there
Police Station Supplies
• Vehicle care and cleaning supplies
• Evidence collection supplies
• Forms and documents needed at each station
• Orders are for new supplies and equipment
Ride along with Patrol
• When you have time left in your shift you should try to ride along
with the patrol officers
• Arranged with the approval of the duty sergeant
• Ride only with officers who the sergeant approves you to ride with
• Ask questions, take notes, ask to help out, ask to use the radio and
what you should say. Learn as many new skills as possible each
time
• Ask the officer who you are riding with for safety tips. You need to
learn “officer safety” from the officer you are with.
SUBJECT
DATE

Trainer
initials

Trainee
initials

Traffic control, flare patterns, use of traffic cones
• While conducting traffic control, wear your traffic safety vest
• To direct traffic safely, use large hand motions, make sure to get
the driver’s attention and they see your direction
• Flares are used when you have a safe location not exposed to
flammables like dry grass or flammable liquids. Only use flares
when you will be at the scene for a long time.
• Orange traffic cones, use them to control traffic when you cannot
Page | 2
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Mill Valley Police Department
Cadet Training Manual
use flares or will be there a short time
• Set your flare/cone pattern so it makes sense to the drivers
approaching
• When using the radio for traffic control, switch to an secondary
channel and let your dispatcher know you will be on another
channel for traffic control
Cellular Telephone Use
• Do not use your cell phone while driving. Do not text while
driving. It is against department policy and against the law as well
as unsafe.
• Follow the 702 Personal Communication Devices Policy
REPORT Writing
• Sign onto the ARS report writing software system
• Navigation around the software
• Basic report writing techniques, including gathering of
information from the reporting party and involved parties
• Completing ALL the boxes possible with the correct information
• Writing a clear, concise and complete summary
• Writing a “Chronological narrative” with all the details to correctly
document what you learned, what you did and what needs to be
done.
• Generally, Cadets only write reports with no further investigation;
Documentation only reports. They do not complete investigations
that have suspects and could lead to arrests; Officers take care of
those reports.
• Most frequently, Cadets document lost property and found
property reports as well as cold petty theft reports with no
suspects and no evidence to gather like fingerprints or photos.
SUBJECT

DATE

Trainer
initials

Trainee
initials

Front Counter
• How to transfer calls
• Process RSVP/Residential stickers
• How to handle a person wanting to file a report
• How to respond to an “angry” customer
Other duties as assigned
• Assist staff with filing and any shopping
setting up binders, creating folders and files
• Re-arranging the training room for training or other events
• Parking citations, vehicle code violations, vehicle abatement,
towing, trailer permits
• Transporting supplies for other staff members
• Transporting bicycles back to the police department for evidence
or property
• Assist training units with role playing, SRT role playing
CAD/MDT Use
Page | 3
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Mill Valley Police Department
Cadet Training Manual
Only run out people or vehicles when you have a need and a right
to know. CLETS/NCIC and other computer inquiries done without
the need and right to know are criminal acts.
• The transmittal, intentional retrieval, or storage of messages, or
mail, containing any remarks or comments that are racist, sexist,
threatening, pornographic, harassing, obscene, or discriminatory
of any kind are strictly prohibited. Any employee who receives any
information of this nature must immediately notify his/her
supervisor in writing. Failure to do so will result in a presumption
that the employee intentionally received and/or retained the
material in question.
• All entries, messages, emails, inquiries and responses are tracked
and held for later review. None of your electronic transmissions
from any computer at MVPD is secure. All are subject to review at
any time for any reason.
OBSERVE AND REPORT:
• While out in the Cadet truck or in a marked patrol vehicle, when
you observe an incident, get on the radio, give your location and
what you want to report. Wait for dispatch to ask to acknowledge
you and ask for more details. Provide the details and the need for
law enforcement and/or fire and medical.
• If law enforcement is needed be a good observer, Do Not take on
the role of law enforcement officer, call for one.
• If you can safely provide assistance such as traffic control or first
aid, do so. Make sure to advise dispatch of your status.
FLAGGED DOWN:
• While in a marked vehicle or the Cadet truck, you may be flagged
down by someone on the street wanting to report an incident or
the need for a law enforcement officer.
• Immediately report the flag down to dispatch including your
location and a quick description of the person flagging you down.
• As soon as you know what the reason for the flag down is, let
dispatch know so they can provide you with any assistance
needed.
• Do Not act as a law enforcement officer.
• Advise the person talking with you that you are calling for an
officer, fire personnel, or medical care if that is what they need.
• Be clear that you are not a police officer, but you are calling for
one now.
• Be sure you always have the correct signs “Out of Service” in any
marked patrol vehicle you are using.
•

Page | 4
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Mill Valley PD 10/11 Codes
10 - 1
10 - 2
10 - 4
10 - 5
10 - 6
10 - 7
10 - 7B
10 - 7OD
10 - 8
10 - 9
10 - 10
10 - 14
10 - 15
10 - 16
10 - 17
10 - 18
10 - 19
10 - 20
10 - 21
10 - 22
10 - 23

RECEIVING RADIO POORLY
RECEIVING RADIO O.K.
MESSAGE ACKNOWLEDGED
RELAY MESSAGE
BUSY
OUT OF SERVICE
OUT OF SERVICE/BATHROOM
OFF DUTY
BACK IN SERVICE
REPEAT
OUT OF SERVICE AT HOME
ESCORT
PRISONER IN CUSTODY
MAKING A PICK-UP
VACATION CHECK
CHANGE RADIO TO CHANNEL___
RETURN/ENROUTE STATION
WHAT IS YOUR LOCATION
TELEPHONE
CANCEL
STANDBY

10 - 27
10 - 28
10 - 29
10 - 33
10 - 34
10 - 35
10 - 36
10 - 39
10 - 44
10 - 49
10 - 50
10 - 54
10 - 55
10 - 56
10 - 56A
10 - 57
10 - 60
10 - 62
10 - 64
10 - 65A
10 - 65J
10 - 66

DRIVER'S LICENSE CHECK
REGISTRATION CHECK
CHECK FOR STOLEN
ALARM
OPEN DOOR
OPEN WINDOW
CLEAR SENSITIVE TRAFFIC?
WHAT IS YOUR STATUS
CLEAR TO COPY
RESPOND TO (LOCATION)
OBTAIN A REPORT
POSSIBLE DEAD BODY
DEAD BODY
SUICIDE
SUICIDE ATTEMPT
SHOTS FIRED
IN THE VICINITY
MEET(ING) A CITIZEN
CITIZEN ASSIST
MISSING ADULT
MISSING JUVENILE
SUSPICIOUS PERSON

10 - 70
10 - 73
10 - 74
10 - 86
10 - 87
10 - 88
10 - 91
10 - 97
10 - 98
11 - 24
11 - 25
11 - 48
11 - 54
11 - 79
11 - 80
11 - 81
11 - 82
11 - 83
11 - 84
11 - 85
11 - 96
11 - 99

PROWLER
HOW DO YOU COPY?
INFORMATION
ANY TRAFFIC FOR ME?
MEET THE OFFICER
OFFICER ON DUTY
ANIMAL COMPLAINT
ON-SCENE
ACTIVITY COMPLETED/DISPO
ABANDONED VEHICLE
TRAFFIC HAZARD
TRANSPORTATION
SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE OCCUPIED
COLLISION AMBULANCE ENROUTE
MAJOR INJURY COLLISION
MINOR INJURY COLLISION
COLLISION PROPERTY DAMAMGE
COLLISION WITH NO DETAILS
TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOW TRUCK
SUSPCIOUS VEHICLE UNOCCUPIED
OFFICER NEEDS HELP

Code 1
Code 2
Code 3
Code 4
Code 5

AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
URGENT
EMERGENCY, RED LIGHT/SIREN
NO FURTHER ASSISTANCE
STAKEOUT

Code 6
Code 6m
Code 6F
Code 6AD
Code 7

CHECK WANTS/STOLEN
MISD. WANT
FELONY WANT
FELONY WANT ARMED
MEALTIME

Code 10
Code 12
Code 20
Code 33
Code 34

BOMB THREAT
NO COVER UNIT
ASSISTANCE NEEDED NOW
EMERGENCY RADIO TRAFFIC
CLEARS CODE 33
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